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WE UNDERSTAND WHAT MATTERS MOST

TRSS REACTION STANDS OUT FROM THE COMPETITORS
FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS:
Continuous staff training - firearm, self-defense and
advanced tactical and defensive driving.
Dedicated armed response vehicles to your suburbs.
Low client to vehicle ratios of 1/250 (competitors 1/750)
Stringent hiring procedures through our in house H.R
department.

INCLUDED IN YOUR 24HR ARMED REACTION:

AT TRSS, WE ONLY HIRE THE BEST:
PSIRA registration confirmation
Training certificate verification
Advanced / Defensive driving
Previous employment verification and referencing
Firearm business competency & currency
Tactical Firearm training
National fingerprint criminal record checks
Truth verification - base level testing (Polygraphs)
Aptitude testing
In-house boot camp training
We reject 30% of applicants due to criminal records.

FULL CORPORATE COMPLIANCE:

24 hour patrols in your area.
"Meet & Greet" rendezvous services.
State-of-the-art 24hr Control Centre, the heart of TRSS
Reaction's operations.
No expense has been spared while ensuring full SAIDSA
specifications.

Armed Reaction
Alarm installations
CCTV Installations
Staffed by highly trained and dedicated controllers
Bomb proof and fully secure for your safety
Complete system - redundancy and back up
Dual interlock electronic access control
Perimeter 30 strand fencing and full CCTV
Switchboard with
Voice recording and Caller ID
Constant communication between all reaction officers and
infield management.

TRSS GUARDING
RESIDENTIAL GUARDING:
We are experts in three spheres of residential
guarding. By implementing advancements in
technology we are leading in bringing the future of
security to your estate.

ESTATE GUARDING:

ROAD CLOSURES:

Our dedication to creating safer more controlled
living spaces not only keeps your personal assets
safe; but we also increase your family's well being
by providing them with peace of mind and
increased freedom to enjoy your life and home, the
way you planned it.

Being able to defend ourselves from un-welcomed
visitors in our neighbourhoods has become more
and more important to those living in free standing
homes. Over the years we have opened and
successfully maintained many road closures that
were established to keep criminals at bay.
Our award winning solutions is testament to the
dedication with which we serve our communities.

At TRSS Guarding, we are passionate about ensuring that every resident and employee feels
secure and safe in the estate where they build their lives and their homes.
Hence, we take pride in providing a personalized yet integrated security service at the residential
estates we look after. Our ability to secure your premises extends beyond the typical guarding
service as we go about integrating our service with on-site and off-site alarm monitoring,
specialized estate armed reaction, hi-tech security and dedicated investigation support.

COMPLEX GUARDING:
We have multiple successful solutions in managing access to your community and property,
however, managing a complex and it's security risks and concerns has throughout the years
become more complex as criminals become more savvy.
Ensuring a complete and integrated security system with dedicated guards, we are able to
manage and maintain your complexes security with maximum efficiency.

DEADMAN SWITCH:
Sleeping guards have been an issue since the middle ages. Not only are guards sleeping on the job a
concern, but guards being tied up or killed without notice has been troubling the industry since the
dawn of crime. To circumvent the issue, we have developed the Deadman Switch - a device that
provides proof of consciousness.
The Deadman Switch is a device which activates every 15 minutes - depending on the clients needs or
operational requirements. The guard is then alerted through a buzzer and he is then prompted to reset
the device which would then restart the next countdown cycle. This device is situated between five
and fifteen metres away from the guard house to ensure that the guard has to exit the guardhouse to
reset the device.
Once the alarm starts to sound, the guard has 60 seconds to reset the device, failing to do so would
send a signal to the command centre. A controller will then contact the guard through cellphone or
radio to establish why the alarm has been activated. If a guard is not able to respond due t plagued by
sleep or criminal activity, the reaction vehicle is sent through to investigate.

LIVE REPORTING SOLUTIONS

INDUSTRIAL GUARDING:
Industrial sites are a common target for criminals as expensive machinery and office equipment are
easily accessible. Many of these sites are operational throughout a 24 hour period. Delivery trucks are
in and out of the premises and security is often the item that receives the least attention. This causing
not only theft and robberies, but also shrinkage due to the incorrect systems being implemented. It is
imperative for industrial sites to not only ensure that Occupational Health and Safety standards are
met, but that the security officers on site are equipped to ensure that proper dispatch and receiving
processes are followed. At TRSS, we assist clients to understand the weak areas and ensure that
protocols are built and followed to minimize shrinkage. We offer pre-employment vetting and often
place covert staff in factories to assess the onsite staffs intentions. Voice stress analysis is also
conducted on permanent staff on an adhoc basis.

COMMERCIAL GUARDING:
Our dedication to creating a safer and more controlled work environment not only keeps your assets and capital
investments safe but we also give your human capital peace of mind, adding to a happier and stabler work
environment. No two organizations have security needs that are exactly alike. That’s why your security services
program should be tailored to your needs. We provide customized physical security solutions to meet the
specific needs of large and small organizations.Your staff are your biggest asset and their safety should be too.
Often we find that by implementing on site access control into office parks, shopping centers or buildings, that
the risk of high risk crimes are reduced drastically. This is achieved by introducing video verification and visibility
by security officers. Officers are trained and know exactly what to look out for. We all know that gone are the
days when criminals looked like, well, criminals. Let us focus on the criminal element lurking around, leaving
your personnel to be productive and focus on their daily tasks. Burglary, vandalism, external or internal theft,
liability and unauthorized entry are all issues that can highly impact your business.

TRSS offers a wide range of advanced security solutions, designed
specifically to meet your business needs, assuring a safer and fully
controlled environment.

ELECTRONIC ACCESS CONTROL:
Visitor identity is crucial to the effective security of an estate, complex or business. Our access control
systems offer smart ways to manage access to residential, commercial and industrial facilities. These
solutions integrate a range of electronic access control devices, locks and systems with management
tools to help you control who has access to your offices, facilities and operations.
We offer complete support in the layout, installation and the assessment of these systems. Beyond
security, our electronic facility access control technology delivers valuable business intelligence,
allowing you to know who is entering and leaving your facilities, time and duration of visit, all while
keeping a record of activity relating to facility access. Manual visitor record books are ineffective means
of management as information is largely inaccurate and mostly illegible.

With the implementation and roll out of the Protection of Information (POPI) Act,
paper based access control registers are no longer compliant and will soon become
obsolete. We implement a modern solution for it's replacement - a hand-held mobile
data terminal able to scan both motorvehicles and drivers licences.

Your security is our number one priority!

OUR INDUSTRY AFFILIATIONS:
The primary objective of the Authority are to regulate the private security industry and to exercise
effective control over the practice of the occupation of a security provider in the public and national
interest and in the interest of the private security industry itself. They are recognized as an excellent
regulator of private security in South Africa by all stakeholders.

The South African intruder Detection Services Asscoiation (SAIDSA) is an association of service
providers of security systems, ranging from basic alarms to sophisticated electronic intruder detection
systems and CCTV incorporating signal monitoring as well as provision of armed reaction services.
SAIDSA is regarded as the watchdog of this segment of the industry and has the interest of both it's
members and the public at heart.

The education and training authority that ensure quality provision of skills development and
qualifications for South African citizens in the safety and security environment through effective and
efficient partnerships.

LEADING WITH VISION
As a leading provider of innovative security solutions to high-risk,
customer focused environments, we are enhancing total value
through service excellence and leading-edge products that
improve client benefit and final consumer experience.
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The education and training authority that ensure quality provision of skills development and
qualifications for South African citizens in the safety and security environment through effective and
partnerships.
Technicalefficient
Repairs
Within 24
Incident Refund:

hours:
We guarantee to repair all
TRSS owned equipment on
site within 24 hours.

We guarantee that if any crime
is committed on site - that shift
is for free.
Ts&Cs apply.

We believe in combining technology with manpower and we will tailor make
specific security solutions for you. While remaining in your budget, you have
the choice of guarding, CCTV and our state of the art SAIDSA Command
Centre to deliver the results you require.

WE LEAD IN:

RETAIL

WAREHOUSING COMMERCIAL

Maintaining strict security
standards whilst providing a
relaxed and welcoming
experience to visitors has never
been more important or more
challenging in the luxury retail
environment. Our staff are
trained to provide outstanding
customer service, whilst meeting
strict security regulations.

Inventory management requires a
distribution operation that runs
flawlessly. Security is an integral part
of ensuring the integrity of your
warehousing operation - access
control, yard management and virtual
patrols. TRSS Guarding will deliver
dependable, reliable security service
exactly as requested.

BANKING
Providing security services to
financial institutions requires an
inherent understanding of site
activities, client organisational
structure and culture, and
response protocols. Safety and
security are interwoven into all
aspects of everyday working life.

CONSTRUCTION

TRSS Guarding secures commercial
premises such as offices, factories,
and laboratories. We design our
services to suit each specific site
and location and invest extensively
in training schemes, equipping our
staff with the tools to deliver a topquality customer service.

We deliver feature rich security
solutions that work effortlessly
alongside your daily routines,
adding a durable layer of protection
to sites, properties and equipment.

AVIATION

MINING

Drawing upon our familiarity
with the widest range of
operating environments and
regulatory bodies, we can
guarantee that each solution we
deliver complies with all relevant
industry standards and is fully
integrated to the Civil Aviation
Authority.

TRSS Guarding will add value to
your mining operations by
enhancing program productivity
and supporting your security
compliance and regulations.

CAMPUS &
SCHOOLS
We are committed to protecting
faculty, staff and students at its
campuses throughout Gauteng.

AWARD WINNING SECURITY SOLUTIONS

CONTACT US TODAY!
086 111 4021
011 708 1895
www.trss.co.za
admin@trss.co.za
salescoord@trss.co.za

